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Part 3: The nineteenth century, c1800–1900: A revolution in medicine

Topic 9: Improvements in public health
9.1 Public health problems in industrial Britain
Research & Record
Why was public health so poor in industrial Britain?
1 Use the case studies on pages 64 and 65 to record
public health problems. You should come up with
a long list. Aim to identify at least ten problems.

2 Identify three similarities between the cholera
epidemics of the nineteenth century and the
Great Plague of London in 1665.

Case Study 1: The Great Stink of 1858
By the 1850s, over 2.5 million people lived in
London. It was the largest and wealthiest city in
the world, but it was also very unhealthy.
Many Londoners got their drinking water from
the River Thames, even though the river was also
where they dumped their rubbish – including
dead animals and chemicals from factories
based by the river. There was no sewage
system so human waste ended up in the river
as well.

The summer of 1858 was very hot. A thick layer of
sewage lay on the water. As temperatures topped
30°C, the smell of the river became unbearable. It
became known as the ‘Great Stink’. In the Houses
of Parliament, MPs found it impossible to use the
rooms overlooking the river.
At that time, many people still believed that bad
air (miasma) caused disease, so they treated the
curtains with chloride of lime. It had little impact
and the awful smell remained.

 SOURCE 1 This cartoon was published in Punch magazine in June 1858, during the Great
Stink. The River Thames is shown as a filthy old man with diseased and deformed offspring
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One result of these awful conditions was more frequent outbreaks of
cholera. There were four major epidemics between 1831 and 1865.
Cholera was as frightening as plague had been in previous centuries. It
was caused by drinking unclean water. Violent sickness and diarrhoea
led to severe dehydration and death. It could kill its victims in less than
a day. The epidemic of 1848–49 killed 53,293 people. Cholera spread
because germs from cesspits infected the water supply. But people
did not know this. So responses to cholera were a familiar mix of old
and new, common sense and supernatural remedies (see panel).

Methods used to
prevent the spread of
cholera in the 1830s
and 1840s
●

●
●
●
●

9.1 Public health problems in industrial Britain

Case Study 2: Cholera epidemics

To protect against bad air:
burning barrels of tar; inhaling
vinegar; smoking cigars
Praying to God or wearing
lucky charms
Taking patent medicines that
‘guaranteed’ protection
Burning the clothes and
bedding of victims
Quarantine – guards stopped
poor people entering the city

 SOURCE 2 A cartoon published in
1852 in Punch magazine. A court was
an enclosed area of housing, often dark
and over-populated

Gentry or professionals

 SOURCE 3

Case Study 3: Life expectancy in cities
In 1842, Edwin Chadwick published an important report on poverty.
(You will read more about his work on page 66). His report showed
the average age at death among different groups of people in 1840.
Liverpool was chosen as an example of a large, rapidly growing
industrial town. Rutland was chosen as a country area. The results
were truly shocking. Working-class people in Liverpool lived, on
average, to age 15! In Rutland, the average life expectancy of a workingclass person was 38 years. It is not hard to explain these differences.
●

●

●
●
●

Living conditions in industrial cities were worse than in the
Middle Ages. Badly ventilated houses were crammed close
together. Families shared privies (outside toilets). Diseases like
cholera spread quickly.
Working conditions were also harmful. Twelve-hour working
days were common in hot and dirty workshops, surrounded by
dangerous machinery.
Fresh food was hard to get or expensive because it had to be
brought in to town by horse and cart.
Doctors charged fees, so the poor could not afford to see one.
Water supply was the most fundamental problem of all. It was
hard to get fresh, clean drinking water.

52

Gentry or professionals
35
52

35

Liverpool

Liverpool

Rutland

Rutland

Labourers or artisans
38
Labourers or artisans
15

38

15
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9.2 The factors behind public health

improvement: Part 1

Research & Record
What factors played a role in early public
health improvements?
Use a table like this to explain how individuals,
chance events and government played a role in
improving public health.
NB: You will add to your table after reading
pages 66 and 67, so leave lots of space.
You will also find out about science and
technology on the next page too. Finally,
leave column 3 (your evaluation) until you
have completed all factors.

Factor

Individuals
Chance

Explanation

Evaluation

How did it influence
improvements?

How important
was this factor?

Chadwick …
Snow …
The cholera epidemics …

Government The 1848 Public Health
(local and
Act …
national)
Science &
technology

The work of Edwin Chadwick
The shocking conditions in Britain’s industrial cities
led a civil servant, Edwin Chadwick, to compile
his ‘Report on the Sanitary Conditions of the
Labouring Population’ in 1842.
He found that:
1 The poor lived in dirty, overcrowded conditions.
2 This caused a huge amount of illness.
3 May people were too sick to work and so
became poorer still.
4 Therefore, other people had to pay higher taxes
to help the poor.
His solution was for the government to reform
public health. He said that the government could
cut taxes and save money in the long run by:
1 improving drainage and sewers
2 removing refuse from streets and houses
3 providing clean water supplies
4 appointing medical officers in each area to check
these reforms were implemneted.

The impact of cholera
There was much opposition to Chadwick’s report.
Many local tax-payers did not want to pay for
improvements and local councils did not want the
national government interfering in local matters.

However, as cholera spread across Europe in
1847, fear grew in Britain of many thousands
of deaths to come. Therefore, the government
finally followed Chadwick’s recommendations
and passed the Public Health Act in the hope this
would reduce the impact of cholera.

The 1848 Public Health Act
The major points in this reform were:
●
●

●

The National Board of Health was set up.
In towns where the death rate was very high,
the government could force the local council
to make public health improvements to water
supply and sewerage, and appoint a Medical
Officer of Health.
Local councils were encouraged to make public
health improvements. They could collect taxes
(called rates) to pay for this, provided they had
the support of local rate-payers.

However, the 1848 Act was not compulsory. It
encouraged change, but it did not force councils
to make changes. Only 103 towns set up local
boards of health. The majority of local councils
did little to improve public health. To make
matters worse, the National Board of Health, set
up to oversee reforms, was abolished in 1854
after only six years.
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John Snow was another important individual in
the story of public health improvements. In 1849,
he published a book putting forward his view that
cholera spread through water, not in ‘bad air’. His
suggestion was mocked by many doctors.

This led Snow to map out the deaths in detail. He
linked all the deaths to a single water pump on
Broad Street.
He found that a workhouse prison near Broad
Street had virtually no cases of cholera because
it had its own well. In contrast, Snow discovered
that a lady from another part of London had died
from cholera because she enjoyed the Broad
Street water so much that she had it delivered to
her home.

The research
In 1854, another cholera outbreak gave him the
chance to prove his theory right. Cholera had killed
over 500 people around Broad Street in central
London, near to Snow’s surgery, in just ten days.
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9.2 The factors behind public health improvement: Part 1

The work of John Snow

map detailing deaths in the Broad Street area

The solution
Snow wrote a report on his findings. His evidence
was so strong that the handle of the Broad Street
water pump was taken away to stop people
getting water from it. There were no more deaths.
It was later discovered that a cesspool, only a

metre away from the pump, was leaking into the
drinking water. A woman living in Broad Street
whose baby had contracted cholera had dumped
a nappy into the cesspool, just three feet from the
Broad Street water pump.

The impact
Snow had proved that clean water was essential for preventing the
spread of cholera, but even this did not convince the government to act.
Many scientists still clung to the ‘bad air’ theory. Snow proved the link
between the water and cholera, but could not explain why there was this
link. It was not until after Pasteur published his Germ Theory that anyone
could begin to understand exactly why the water was causing cholera.

 This pub near the Broad Street pump
named itself in honour of John Snow

There was a further cholera epidemic in 1865, which killed 14,000
people. But even this did not force the government to act. There
were three main reasons why a new law was not passed.
●

●
●

Wealthy people did not want to pay taxes to cover the cost of
clean water supplies and sewers, which would benefit other
people in the poor parts of their towns.
Local councils did not want the national government interfering in
how they ran their own towns.
There was a strong belief in laissez-faire (governments should
not interfere in people’s lives) and self-help (that people should
help themselves to live better lives). Governments were still not
expected to play a major part in improving the living and working
conditions of the people.
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Part 3: The nineteenth century, c1800–1900: A revolution in medicine

9.3 The factors behind public health

improvement: Part 2

Research & Record
What factors played the most important role in
public health improvements?

Essential

Use the timeline below to complete column 3 of the
table you started on page 66.

No change could have happened
without it

Important

Think carefully about the words you use to evaluate
the importance of each factor. Which factors were
essential to public health improvement? Which factor
was important?

Without it change might have
been less widespread or
significant

Minimal

Had only a little impact

No importance

No influence at all

1842 Chadwick’s report
(see page 66) highlights
the link between illness
and poor living conditions.

1854 John Snow links cholera to infected water
(see page 67). His work showed the importance of using
data to study epidemics. It also added to the pressure
for clean water and effective sewerage systems.

1848 First Public Health Act
(see page 66) allows, but does not
force, councils to make improvements.

1858 ‘The Great Stink’
(see page 64) added to the evidence
that London needed a sewer system.

Summarise
The SEWAGE memory aid summarises
Public Health changes in the nineteenth
century.
S = Sewers open
E = Epidemics, e.g. cholera
W = Water unclean
A = Acts by government, e.g. 1848 and 1875
G = Germ Theory and Great Stink trigger
action
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In the 1850s, many people still believed that
bad air (miasma) carried disease, so Londoners
were scared by the Great Stink. This chance
event forced MPs to take action to clean up
the River Thames. They approved money to pay
for a new sewage system for London.
It was a major engineering achievement which
is still in use today. All London’s sewage was
pumped out of the city through:
• 83 miles of large sewers, built
underground from brick
• 1100 miles of smaller connecting
sewers from each street
• pumping stations at regular
points to pump the sewage
along the pipes.
This project was led by Joseph Bazalgette.
During the Industrial Revolution, there had
been great improvements in technology and
engineering. Bazalgette used what he had
learned in railway building to design and
manage this project.
Most of the work was complete by 1865 and it
led to significant improvements in the public
health of London. But there was no public
health act to enforce improvements
throughout the country.

1860s Pasteur’s Germ Theory

Pasteur proved that there was a link between
dirt and disease. The theory that illness was
caused by ‘bad air’ finally faded away. This was a
turning point. Faced with scientific proof, people
were more willing to pay taxes to cover the costs
of cleaning up their towns and cities, and more
councils accepted responsibility to improve
public health.

9.3 The factors behind public health improvement: Part 2

1860s Joseph Bazalgette organises the
building of London’s sewer system
1875 A new and more effective Public Health Act
The 1875 Public Health Act finally forced local
councils to improve public health. After this turning
point, it was compulsory for local councils in each city
or town to:
• improve sewers and drainage
• provide fresh water supplies
• appoint medical officers and sanitary inspectors
to inspect public health facilities.
1875 Octavia Hill shows how to provide healthy
homes for working people
Octavia Hill started teaching poor children when she
was only fourteen. She was appalled by their homes.
She bought three London slum houses in 1865 and
cleaned them up to show others how to provide
healthy homes for working people and stop
overcrowding. Over time, she bought and improved
over 2000 houses. This led to similar schemes
elsewhere and she went on to campaign for laws
which would force local councils to improve housing.
The Artisans’ Dwellings Act
Octavia Hill’s influence helped persuade the
government to pass the 1875 Artisans’ Dwelling Act,
giving councils the power to knock down slum
housing if it was believed to be unhealthy.

1867 Working men
get the vote
The number of voters
doubled. Now, if
politicians wanted to
win elections, they had
to promise to do things
to help working men,
not just the wealthy
and middle classes. The
1870s and 1880s saw
many new laws passed
designed to improve
the lives of ordinary
people.

1875–1900 More
laws to improve
public health
Laws were passed to:
• stop the pollution of
rivers (from which
people got water)
• shorten working
hours in factories for
women and children
• make it illegal to put
unhealthy additives
in food
• make education
compulsory.
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Part 3: The nineteenth century, c1800–1900: A revolution in medicine

9.4 Nineteenth century period review
Review
What factors led to improvements in medicine and public
health during the nineteenth century?
Fill in a table like the one below to review the period. Use the cards at
the bottom of the page to guide you.
Theme

Improvements during the nineteenth century

Knowledge
about the
causes of
illness

Reached a turning point.

Treatments

More continuity than change.

Key individuals Other factors

• From 1860s, the Germ Theory replaced bad air as an
explanation for disease.
• Microbes that cause individual diseases were identified.
• Everyday treatments remained the same. Patent
medicines often worthless.
(NB: Chemical cures (magic bullets) and antibiotics did not
appear until the twentieth century.)

Methods of
preventing
disease

Significant improvements after 1860s.

Surgery

Revolutionised after c1840.

• Smallpox vaccination made compulsory.
• Other vaccinations developed (e.g. anthrax, rabies).
• Dealing with pain: anaesthetics (e.g. ether, chloroform).
• Dealing with infection: use of carbolic acid; start of
aseptic surgery.

Public
health

Improvements from c1840s. Major turning point in 1875.
• 1860s London sewer system.
• 1875 Public Health Act. Government forces councils to
take responsibility.
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Exam Practice

Exam Tips

Revisiting questions 1–3

Question 1

Question 1: How useful?

Look again at the advice on how to approach
this type of question on page 33.

How useful is Source 1 to a historian studying
public health in the nineteenth century?
(8 marks)
▼ SOURCE 1 This cartoon is called ‘Death’s Dispensary’.
It was published in 1866

9.4 Nineteenth century period review

Apply

Remember to focus on why the source is useful
and to use your knowledge of the period.
• The date the cartoon was published is very
important.
• It shows that by the 1860s people had
accepted John Snow’s theory that dirty water
caused death.
It also shows that despite Snow’s work, major
public health improvements had still not been
made. Remember that there were still cholera
epidemics in the 1860s.

Question 2
Look again at the advice on how to approach
this type of question on page 35.
Think about how Pasteur’s work influenced a
range of different areas of medicine.
Remember to explain the:
• Immediate impact – How did Pasteur’s work
change ideas about the cause of disease?
• Medium-term impact – How did the Germ
Theory lead to microbe hunting, vaccinations
and improvements in surgery?
• Longer-term significance – Why was Pasteur’s
research essential for the development of
chemical cures and antibiotics?

Question 3
Question 2: Significance
Explain the significance of the Germ Theory in the
development of medicine in Britain.
(8 marks)

Question 3: Comparisons
Compare surgery at the time of Paré with surgery
in the early 1800s. How was it similar?
(8 marks)

Look again at the advice on how to approach
this type of question on page 43.
For a strong answer, do not write one paragraph
describing surgery at the time of Paré and one
paragraph about surgery at the end of the 1800s.
Instead, make direct comparisons. For example:
• One paragraph could focus on the problem
of pain.
• The second paragraph could focus on the
problem of infection.
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